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I. Introduction.
As biological entities, diatoms are ubiquitously present in nearly all aquatic environments on earth. They are eukaryotic algal organisms that comprise only one cell, that are photosynthetic and that have a long scientific history of study, partly due to the astonishingly intricate design and architecture of their silica-based cell walls 1 . Recently there has been increasing interest surrounding the exploitation of marine phytoplankta, principally diatoms, for use in a range of technological applications [1] [2] [3] . There are three principle reasons for this. The first is their speciesrelated range of shapes, sizes and cell-wall nanopatterning 3 . For given specimens, this potentially offers a large range of available internal volume, of mechanical and optical properties, and of diffusion of material through the pores in their cell walls 4 . The second reason is the way in which diatoms may be influenced to biomineralise a range of materials 5, 6 or to be used as templates for the fabrication of nanopatterned structures made of other materials such as silicon 7 . Thirdly, the chemistry of their surfaces may be modified so that they may be appended with biologically active components 8 . In one or more of these ways, processes of biofunctionalisation may transform collections of ordinary diatoms into finely tuned potential micro-devices and technological components 1, 2, 4 . The fabrication of designer diatom morphologies and surface biochemistries that are appropriate for use in a range of applications is a fascinating research goal. The manufacturing techniques for this endeavour have been progressing rapidly 9 . They include: cellculture and genetic engineering mediated biofunctionalisation of diatom silicification processes 2 ; controlled pore-size modification by atomic layer deposition of metal and semiconductor oxides 10 , and also chemothermic reduction processes 7 . Structurally modified or unmodified diatom surfaces may also be manipulated for surface biochemistry applications associated with DNA, enzymes or immunoassays 8, 10 . The biogenesis of diatom cell walls, the patterns on and in which are highly species specific, can be explained by molecular self-assembly 11 and phaseseparation processes 12 that induce seawater-dissolved silicic acid to form highly geometric nanopatterns. The size and spacing of the nanopores may be affected by organic components such as silaffins and polyamines which are known to govern silica precipitation 12 . For several potential applications, the way in which diatom ultrastructures interact with light is of primary concern. If, for example, light sensitive fluorophores were housed inside diatoms 4 for a specific application, then knowledge of the efficiency and manner in which light could couple into and out from those fluorophores would be essential. Additionally, if, through cell-culture assembly processes, electroluminescent (EL) semiconductor material was incorporated into diatom species 5 , the inherent optical properties of the nanopatterned diatom structure would need to be known if the added effect of the semiconductor EL emission is to be identified or its function optimised. In other biological organisms, such as insecta, nanopatterned ultrastructures comprising periodic or quasi-periodic spatial variations in refractive index, give rise to strong photonic effects. These effects are well documented across a broad range of species through many detailed optical studies [13] [14] [15] . A number of them have gone on to inspire specific biomimetic applications [16] [17] . The nature and true extent of diatoms' photonic character, however, has so far been unavailable through optical experiments. We believe such experiments would primarily provide practical evidence for consideration in the development of diatom-related optics based technological applications 4 . Furthermore, since such light manipulation in diatoms is experimentally undetermined, its significance in the biological selection and development of diatom ultrastructure is unclear. The possible optical role played by this ultrastructure is intriguing. Not only do the dimensions and geometries of diatom cell wall nanopatterning suggest they should produce strong interaction with light of visible wavelengths 18 but theoretical modelling carried out on simplified diatom models 19 also points to light manipulation capability. Certainly, any manipulation of light by diatoms' ultrastructures is of fundamental biological importance since it would affect the light environment in their interiors. This would in turn control the optical conditions for light harvesting by the biological antennas of their chloroplasts that collect energy from large absorption cross-sections and direct it to photosynthesis reaction centres 20 . Light manipulation by diatom valve ultrastructure should therefore be considered when assessing the variables involved in diatom success. In this report, we present experimental data that reveal the nature of the interaction between incident light and the periodic ultrastructure of a representative centrally symmetric species of marine diatom, Coscinodiscus wailesii. We discuss the results in the context of technological applications and biological significance.
II. Materials and Methods.
A. Sample details C.wailesii is typical of the largest diatom genus Coscinodiscus (Class Bacillariophyceae, order Centrales). It exhibits central symmetry like other Centrales phytoplankta and comprises intricately patterned cell walls that consist of amorphous silica 12 . Two overlapping valves (the thecae) with diameters in the range 200 -350 µm, form its shell walls (frustules) (figure 1a). The shell walls, of thickness approximately 2.0 (± 0.1) µm, are themselves formed by two co-joined plates, one which is internal and the other external to the diatom. The outer plate is a thin silica layer comprising a complex hexagonal arrangement of hollow pores of typical approximate diameter 250 (± 20) nm and typical lattice constant 400 (± 50) nm. Similarly, the inner silica layer is perforated with hexagonally spaced pores; however, they are larger in scale with typical approximate diameter 1.3 (± 0.1) µm and typical lattice constant 2.0 (± 0.2) µm (figure 1b-d). Large numbers (ca. several hundred) of chlorophyll-rich organelles inhabit the interior space between the valves of living C. wailesii diatoms.
B. Sample preparation
The C. wailesii diatoms used in this study were obtained from a growing cell culture by treating the harvested cells twice with hot 2% SDS-100 mM EDTA to remove intracellular material, membranes and wall coatings. The mixture was then separated using low-speed centrifugation (1000g), washed repeatedly with water, and dried following the method described in detail elsewhere 12 .
C. Imaging
Individual diatoms and their separated valves were examined optically using a Carl Zeiss Axioskop 2 polarizing microscope and by electron microscopy using a Hitachi S-3200N scanning electron microscope (SEM). Prior to SEM imaging, samples were cold sputtered with 12 nm of chromium.
D. Optical data collection
The experimental methods with which single structurally coloured butterfly scales were previously characterised 21 were applied to the diatom characterisation in this study. In this way it was possible to characterise the wavelength, polarisation and angle-dependent photonic properties of needlemounted diatom samples in significant detail. Single C. wailesii diatom valves and bivalves were mounted upright on individual ground-down needle tips. These were placed in turn at the centre of the optical path of a laser track while concurrently at the centre of an Euler cradle (normally used for holding, centering and orienting crystal samples during X-ray diffraction experiments). This permitted accurate micro-orienting of each single valve or bivalve with respect to the incident laser light. Each sample was measured in air and, with the supporting needle inverted, was immersed and measured in water. The intensities and polarisations of the laser light sources were controlled using appropriate filters. Three lasers (with wavelengths 472 nm, 543 nm and 633 nm) were separately used to illuminate a 20 micrometer diameter area on the outer face of each diatom valve. Each laser was incident through a 1 kHz optical modulator that enabled phase sensitive detection and significantly improved signal quality 22 . A spatially apertured large-area photo-diode was angle-scanned around the sample in the horizontal plane for each incident laser, in both the reflection and transmission hemispheres. In this way the spatial form of the reflection and transmission from the diatom in this plane was collected 21 . The intensity of this reflection and transmission from the sample was then ratioed with the total light that was incident on the diatom which itself was quantified in the absence of the sample using the same collection method. This permitted highly accurate calculation of the absolute proportion of light scattered in different directions as a result of interaction with the diatom's ultrastructure, a measurement which is often ineffectually performed using other methods 23 . To discern the spatial distribution of the light scattered from and through each sample, hemispherical screens were separately placed in front of and behind them. These screens allowed the intensity of this scattered light to be spatially sampled. The resulting screen-imaged spatial intensity distribution profiles were digitised and used, in conjunction with the calibrated angle-scan data from the same samples, to calculate the absolute proportion of power in any portion of reflected or transmitted solid angle. Optical transmission data through the same samples were recorded when the laser sources were replaced with a single white light source. This illuminant was an Ocean Optics DH-2000-BAL source, brought to a 20 µm diameter focus with an F1.5 achromat. The wavelength-dependent transmission was collected using an Ocean Optics UV-Vis 400 µm diameter optical fibre connected to an Ocean Optics HR4000 high resolution UV-Vis-IR spectrometer and mounted on a mechanical arm whose rotation about the centrally placed sample was computer controlled.
III. Results
C. wailesii's nanopatterned valve ultrastructure diffracts light strongly both in air and in water. This was observed by optical microscopy; figure 1b shows the structurally coloured appearance of a cleaned single valve surface which occurs under suitable illumination when specific colours, which are complementary to the observed colour, are diffracted outside the microscope's objective lens collection angle. Early studies by Abbé noted this colour effect. It was attributed then, correctly, to diffraction from striae on diatoms' surfaces 24 and it has been used in certain instances with specially adapted microscope systems 25 for diatom taxonomy 26 . Such microscopy investigations that appear to show diatom structural colour provide very limited and incomplete information about the extent of light manipulation. More detailed analysis is essential. To this end, laser light was used to illuminate single needle-mounted diatom valves using the methods described earlier.
Intense diffracted orders with 6-fold symmetry were observed (figure 2) both while they were held in air and also while immersed in water. Significantly less intense, but spatially analogous, diffraction was observed in reflection. The spatial distribution of this diffraction pattern, previously unobserved by early microscopy studies, is predictable from the 6-fold symmetry of the variation in refractive index of the valve ultrastructure, but is experimentally confirmed here for the first time. It may be verified by 2D fast Fourier transforms of the periodic ultrastructure of the internal surface geometry of the diatom which yield the same 6-fold momentum-space geometries as the diffraction patterns. Measurements of the angular separation of observed diffracted orders for each laser (e.g. 14.1 (± 0.5) ° for the 1 st diffracted orders using 472 nm) further confirm that the 2 µm periodicity on the C. wailesii valve is the source of the observed diffraction. Some diffraction, albeit much less spatially regular, was also observed from whole cleaned bivalves. In addition to facilitating strong diffractive effects, the valve ultrastructure creates a separate optical effect. The efficiency of transmission of light through the diatom valve, and therefore into the interior of the diatom, depends strongly on wavelength. This result was found to be largely independent of whether the surrounding medium was air or water. It was relatively low for blue and green wavelengths with mean absolute totals (measured using valves from five separate diatoms) of 22 (± 1) % for 472 nm incident light and 29 (± 1) % for 543 nm incident light. However, significantly higher absolute transmission, 78 (± 2) %, was measured for red light (633 nm). The mechanism for this differential colour transmission is caused by photonic interaction between the outer and inner valve wall. Theoretical band diagrams of simplified centric diatom ultrastructures 19 indicate the efficiency with which light is coupled into guided modes between the valve shell walls is strongly wavelength-dependent. This is manifested here experimentally as wavelengthdependent transmission. Very similar results were obtained for each of the valves measured from five separate C. wailesii diatoms when the laser sources were replaced with a white light source (figure 3). The diffraction described previously is also observed in this data; the zero diffracted order running vertically up the graph at the zero degrees (on the horizontal transmission angle axis), and two first diffracted orders running diagonally, one to the right and one to the left. This experimental diffraction data has been overlaid with theory generated using conservation of momentum in the normal way 27 ;
, where k is the wavevector associated with the scattered light (s), the incident light (0), the periodicity of the valve surface (g), and where n takes integer values associated with the diffracted orders. The theoretically predicted diffraction follows both angle and wavelength features in the data very closely.
IV. Developing Theoretical Models.
The frustule of this diatom resembles a conventional photonic crystal slab, since the frustule itself is made up of two layers of amorphous silica, the outer, thicker layer pierced by a hexagonal array of holes, while the inner layer has a square array of smaller holes ( figure 4 ). While the interaction of light with such a structure is measured experimentally in this investigation, it is equally important to understand the exact nature of the variables that control the interaction and which generate the resulting experimental observations. This task is undertaken using theoretical modelling. The protocols and methods with which the modeling was conducted here, is now described.
A. Finite Element Modelling (FEM)
Finite Element Modelling allows complex numerical analysis of partial differential equations and integral equations along a path, across a surface or through a volume by dividing the length, area or volume into a number of discrete elements of finite size. This is known as discretisation, and is usually done by triangulation of the region, resulting in a triangular mesh.
For each element, numerical values are calculated at the nodes, then interpolated linearly along edges and throughout the enclosed volumes between the nodes.
The error in the calculated values depends on the mesh density, with a dense mesh of small elements giving a closer approximation of the situation being modelled. In the hypothetical situation of an infinitely dense mesh of infinitesimal elements, the error due to the FEM method tends to zero. It must be noted that these are no longer finite elements and that this situation is entirely impractical to solve. Due to the high number of calculations required for an accurate solution, FEM is generally done using computers. Solving across denser meshes takes more time and requires more memory. Many different algorithms for FEM evaluation exist which attempt to improve efficiency for systems with certain properties or symmetries. One class of solvers worth mentioning are iterative solvers, which work by repeatedly improving on or refining an approximate first solution. This can reduce memory requirement at the cost of time.
Alternative to Finite Element methods are analytical methods. Though often faster, analytical modelling is limited to regular structures, and quickly becomes inefficient if irregularities are introduced. Analytical and Finite Element methods may be combined, as in boundary element methods, wherein homogeneous regions of a structure may be solved analytically, while the boundaries between them are discretised using a finite element basis. The analysis employed here uses FEM to solve problems involving electromagnetic waves travelling in diatom-like dielectric structures.
B. Techniques and Methods
All FEM modelling used here was performed using COMSOL 28 , a commercially available finite element analysis software package. The structures studied were modelled by defining the dielectric constant, ε as a function of position, r, within a finite region. The region is then discretised to give the mesh of finite elements. In some cases, 'adaptive mesh refinement' was used. This is a method of improving solution accuracy by adapting the mesh to the problem's physical behaviour 29 .
The incident fields are defined as plane waves. Thus for an transverse electric wave propagating in the ydirection, the incident field is as follows: E 0z =e −ik0ny . Finally, the problem is solved to discover the form of the electric and magnetic fields in the structure and the solution stored to disk. Using the data for the electric field E and magnetic field H, the power can be calculated at any point within the mesh using the Poynting vector. COMSOL allows the model to be solved in such a way that incident and scattered fields can be treated separately in post processing.
Integrating the Poynting vector magnitude for incident and scattered fields along boundaries positioned above and below the structure allow the calculation of R and T; the total reflected and transmitted power. It is then possible to normalize these values using the incident power along these boundaries, so that: R + T = 1. Since none of the models studied include any form of optical absorption or emission by the structures, any deviation from this condition can be regarded as erroneous, with any deviation from the value, R + T = 1 indicating of the magnitude of the error. For calculations with varying parameters such as frequency or angle, a parametric solver was used to increment a given parameter before resolving the problem. Many of the problems were solved using scripts written to avoid performing repetitive actions manually and to access various parameters more easily than is possible using the user interface.
C. Comparisons with analytical solutions
In order to evaluate the physical significance of the results of the FEM simulations, simple, regular structures were also modelled using the same techniques, and the results compared with analytical calculations for these structures. The thin film analysis software package, TFCalc 30 was used for analytical calculations. The basic model was created as a two-dimensional unit cell, periodic in the xdirection, with perfectly matched layers (PML) above and below the structure in the y-direction. Perfectly matched layers are designed to absorb outgoing radiation without reflection, allowing the computational region to be truncated without introducing further interfaces to the model. This arrangement was tested by simulation of reflection and transmission from a simple slab or thin film as a function of wavelength at normal incidence. The resultant spectra compare favourably with analytical calculations using Fresnel's equations. At short wavelengths, the FEM calculations were seen to be less accurate. This is to be expected, as such a wave will have fewer mesh nodes within one period and so is not well approximated. Refinement of the mesh reduces this inaccuracy, with a sufficiently dense mesh providing a solution that converges to the analytical one. Comparisons were also made with Fresnel's equations for reflection and transmission as a function of angle of incidence for a constant wavelength. The FEM simulation resulted in a reasonable approximation close to normal incidence. However, taking R + T = 1 as an indication of the error, an oscillating systematic error increasing exponentially as the angle approaches grazing incidence can be seen. This renders such simulations unreliable beyond 50•.
D. Band Structure Calculations
A script was written to calculate band structures. The script increases the Bloch wavevector (k) in constant increments along the edge of the Brillouin zone, searching for a number of eigenvalues around a given value for each k step. Solutions, λ are stored in a matrix and a plot of ω (angular frequency of incident radiation) against k gives the band diagram. When the script was applied to the diatom model, it became clear that there was a problem with the storage of the mode data. By simply searching for eigenvalues around a fixed value, modes can 'jump' between rows in the result matrix. That is to say that if the modes of the structure increase in frequency with k then one mode may move out of range of the search at high frequency, while another comes into range at low frequency. This results in the new mode being stored in the first row of the result matrix, whereas for previous k values a different mode occupied this row. This presents difficulties in plotting the modes on a band diagram and does not allow calculations such as group velocity to be calculated. The solution was to adapt the script to follow the modes. The adapted script finds an initial set of eigenvalues about the centre of the frequency range studied, then each mode is followed by increasing k and taking the previous eigenvalue plus the gradient of the previous step as the eigenvalue search point. This adapted script correctly stores all modes, with distinct modes occupying their own rows in the result matrix. However, care must be taken, since modes not found in the initial (k = 0) search are not indexed, which can result in an incomplete band diagram.
V. Analysis of Modelling Results.
A. Modelling a single layer of the diatom structure Initially, only the outer layer of the diatom frustules was modelled. This layer is 500 nm thick with a hexagonal array of circular holes of diameter 1300 nm with a lattice constant of 2000 nm. Reflection and transmission were calculated for normal incidence as a function of wavelength. For the thin film without holes, the reflectance fluctuates sinusoidally. However, in addition to this, a series of sharp peaks can be seen, presumably due to the periodic array of holes.
To investigate the significance of the structure's dimensions with respect to the reflection spectra, calculations were made for a range of values for each of three dimensions; the hole diameter, h, the slab thickness, d, and the lattice constant, a. Figure 5 shows the resultant colour maps. The logarithm of the reflected power is taken so that the narrow peaks of reflection do not make the comparatively weak reflected power elsewhere difficult to examine. These plots suggest that the narrow peaks and weaker broad peaks are largely separate in origin. The broad peaks depend solely on the slab thickness ( figure 5(a) ), while the narrow peaks are affected by the hole diameter ( figure 5(b) ) but more significantly by the lattice constant ( figure 5(c) ). Slight reductions in the height of the broad peaks as the hole diameter increases may be attributed to the reduction in length of the reflecting interface.
B. Addition of the second layer
The addition of a second layer of silica, with holes 250nm in diameter and a lattice constant of 400 nm completes the two dimensional section through the diatom frustule. Figure 6 shows reflectance as a function of frequency for this structure. In addition to the weak reflection due to the thin film effects, a repeating series of 3 modes with constant interval in frequency are observed. Examining the spatial distribution of power throughout the structure at frequencies for which reflectance peaks shows a very strong, regular arrangement of nodes and antinodes that are consistent with strong optical resonances at these frequencies. The formation of such strong standing waves within the structure suggests that the field is resonant at these frequencies.
C. Eigenfrequency analysis and band diagrams
Eigenfrequency analysis of the diatom model in the visible frequency range yields figure 7, a band diagram showing allowed modes for transverse electric polarisation. Owing to the symmetries present in the section modelled, the band structure for TM radiation is very similar. Similar models such as 2D periodic dielectric waveguides can be seen to have similar band structures at high frequencies.
However, at such frequencies it is clear that no complete band gaps exist. Partial band gaps occurring only for a specific polarisation are not apparent either. Examining the decay constants of the various modes does show some resonant modes to be considerably stronger than others. However, since there is no competition between modes, their decay constants cannot be seen to be of great significance in the control of light within the structure. While some modes may resonate with greater intensities, they would not inhibit the propagation of other modes. Nonlinear effects were not considered and would not usually occur in the marine environment. Comparing this band structure with the results obtained earlier in this report using non-FEM modelling techniques, suggests there is no evidence for the variation in transmission of light of different wavelengths that was observed experimentally. However, it must be noted that the two dimensional model lacks many components which may be significant in producing a partial bandgap. Firstly, the 2D model is periodic in one dimension only. This limits the possibility of a bandgap to a single axis, since the structure is finite in width. Furthermore, the model lacks the six-fold symmetry of the hole array on the outer layer. It must also be noted that the dielectric contrast between seawater (n = 1.33) and amorphous silica (n = 1.5) is considerably less than in most structures exhibiting complete bandgaps. Although bandgaps may exist for any n 1 /n 2 ≠ 1, the closer the ratio is to one, the smaller the bandgap magnitude. To examine the effect of the supposed band structure on reflectance, the reflection spectrum was calculated for a range of incident angles. Varying the angle of incidence changes the x-component of the wavevector, since k x =k 0 sinθ and so a parallel may be drawn with the band diagram. However, the two do differ. The band diagram represents the frequencies which can propagate within the structure without decaying, as a function of a wavevector in the direction of the periodicity. The reflection data as a function of angle does not directly consider the modes that can propagate, but rather their effects on the transmission of power by the structure. The ycomponent of the wavevector will also affect which modes are established, since the fields may be scattered at an arbitrary angle at the interfaces. This means that for a given frequency, modes associated with the corresponding wavevector magnitude, k 0 can always exist, independent of the angle of incidence. As such, this plot is more likely to show effects caused by combinations of different modes and by diffraction. Figure 8 is a logarithmic plot of reflectance as a function of frequency and angle of incidence. The logarithm is taken to allow for the extremely large reflection values calculated at high angles. It must be remembered that at these angles the errors are extremely large and the data is included only for completeness. The peaks of reflectance seen in figure 6 can be seen to remain constant in frequency at all angles, with slight fluctuations in intensity. While narrow, these repeating modes almost certainly owe their existence to the periodicity of the structure. As such, they may be regarded as partial photonic bandgaps. However, they cannot be matched to the partial band gaps observed experimentally in this project as they occur more or less uniformly throughout the visible range and no significant difference between reflection of red, green and blue wavelengths can be seen. Band structure analysis provides a concise and very complete description of a photonic structure's properties. However, in the case of the 2D diatom section, the lack of bandgaps in the frequency range studied means that the model could in many ways be better regarded as a diffraction grating than a photonic crystal. It could therefore be argued that analysis of transmitted and reflected power using the Poynting vector is more appropriate, as the structure clearly does not possess a small number of well defined modes which could be understood by a band diagram. It must nevertheless be remembered that the comparison with Fresnel's equations showed the finite element model to produce large errors at high angles of incidence, rendering the transmission and reflection data unreliable beyond about 50•. The photonic properties of the diatom C. wailesii may benefit it by improving light distribution within the organism, thus preventing bleaching of chloroplasts under intense sunlight. However, the modelling completed here so far has shown that in the 2D case, the low dielectric contrast between silica and sea water means such control over the propagation of light may well be confined to narrow wavelength bands, and does not amount to a complete band gap for any visible radiation. It is possible that modelling the diatom's nanostructures in 3D or modelling a 2D section parallel to the surface would give greater insight into their photonic properties. However, from the perspective of this very preliminary FEM modelling, it is not possible to confirm that the specific resonant photonic modes discovered by the FEM model are necessarily useful to the diatom. Much more detailed follow-up fully 3D FEM modelling is necessary to understand these diatom structures from a theoretical light manipulation perspective.
D. Summary of Modelling. Frequency vs. wavevector

VI. Discussion
Previous theoretical modelling of centric diatom ultrastructure has suggested that specific bands of incident light can efficiently couple into guided modes in the diatom valve shell walls 19 . These waveguide-coupled wavelength bands are complementary to light that is transmitted through the valve shell walls and into the interior of the diatom and this creates a strong wavelength-dependence associated with that transmitted light 19 . The existence of this wavelength dependence has been confirmed here by quantitative experiments. The results, shown in figure 2 for single C. wailesii valves, reveal greater than a 350% and 250% difference between the transmitted red wavelengths compared to blue and green wavelengths respectively, under the normal incidence illumination conditions described. Approximately 80% of red light (specifically λ = 633nm) was measured in transmission through the valve shell walls. While the majority of the remaining 20% of red light was reflected from the valve surface, a significantly smaller proportion (<5%) is unaccounted for within the extensive solid angle over which both transmission and reflection were collected. We suggest this light may be coupled, albeit inefficiently, into shell wall guided modes, subsequently emerging outside the collection angle. Previous theory, based on perfectly periodic valve ultrastructures, predicted guided modes at highly specific wavelength bands. However, the results here for red light suggest that the small deviation from perfect periodicity, which is inherent in these real valve ultrastructures, leads to weak coupling conditions outside the theoretically predicted 19 guided mode wavelength range. The spatial diffraction pattern associated with the passage of light though the valve ultrastructure, although predictable from the symmetry of the ultrastructure, is experimentally confirmed here. Of the two shell walls of the valve, it is the inner shell wall comprising the larger spatial periodicity that contributes most significantly to the observed diffraction patterns. The outer shell wall, that comprises much smaller spatial periodicity, is nondiffracting at visible wavelengths and normal incidence. From a biological perspective, it is interesting to try to interpret this experimentally-measured interaction of light with the C. wailesii valve ultrastructure. To do so, it is important to appreciate that solar conversion efficiency and photosynthetic productivity are among the most important processes in diatoms. They are archetypal aquatic photobiological organisms that need to capitalise on available radiant energy so that their internally located chloroplasts may harvest light efficiently for photosynthesis. For this purpose, large arrays of optically absorbing pigments are assembled for efficient light harvesting within diatoms' chloroplasts 31 . These pigments are usually chlorophyll-protein molecular complexes called biological antennas 32 . Their function is to gather electromagnetic energy over a large 3D absorption cross-section and to direct the absorbed energy to the photosynthesis reaction centres 33 . An additional detail involving the interaction of light with the chloroplasts themselves is that in some diatom species, there is evidence of chloroplast phototactivity; they have been observed congregating close to the cell walls under low light conditions, and move away from the walls when the illumination becomes more intense 11, 34 . The mechanism for this is not well understood. There is also the variable associated with the range of water depths, from zero to many metres, between which centric diatoms like C. wailesii appear to cycle 35 . Wavelength-dependent optical attenuation of water will complicate any interpretation of light interaction still further.
Angle of incidence
Purely from the perspective of the optical data presented here, however, one might argue that energy delivery to the chloroplasts may potentially occur in two ways. If the chloroplasts closely line the cell walls, as they appear to in some species under dim lighting conditions, they will be well within the evanescently decaying fields associated with the strongly coupled optical waveguide modes 19 . This would provide access to the incident electromagnetic energy linked to the poorly transmitted light (associated with blue and green spectral bands for C. wailesii in this study). However, since the penetration depth of this decaying field is of the order of no more than a few tens of micrometers, this would cease to supply the chloroplasts energy needs in the same way when they moved away from the cell walls. Conversely, however, whether the chloroplasts are close to or relatively distant from the cell walls, they will continuously be in the near-or the far-field of the strongly transmitted diffracted light (the red spectral band for C. wailesii). It may be argued that this would provide a more constant source of longwavelength energy which is much more independent of lighting conditions close to the water surface. It might also be argued that the strong diffraction exhibited by this long-wavelength light passing through the diatom valve, identified in these experiments, is a mechanism by which this energy is spatially distributed more evenly over the internal volume of C. wailesii (figures 2e and 2f) . This potentially creates a relatively more constant field of illumination inside the diatom for efficient light collection by a much larger number of chloroplasts located throughout its interior. It would also potentially minimise the likelihood of photobleaching-related damage under very intense illumination in any one unit volume of the diatom, especially for chloroplasts near light-incident surfaces. This aspect should be considered because evidence indicates that very intense optical fields cause damage arising from permanent photoreceptor bleaching due to excessive light collection by the photosynthetic antennae 36, 37 . Growth optimisation dynamics associated with diatoms' biominerlisation processes have previously been described as one of the reasons for their observed highly periodic ultrastructures 12 . Other reasons have been ascribed to nutrient status control 38 , hydrodynamic control 39 and even mechanical strengthening for protection from predation 40 . It is not yet possible to conclude whether the photonic effects generated by the C. wailesii ultrastructure are a further reason for its development into such highly periodic forms. Certainly, the experiments described here show that the extent of light manipulation offered by its ultrastructure is significant. More detailed and specific work is underway to investigate specifically whether there is an adapted optical benefit for C. wailesii and other centric diatoms from the way in which their ultrastructure interacts with incident light. There is keen interest from materials chemists, biologists and technologists in exploiting diatoms for applications. The experimental results presented in this study are relevant to those applications which comprise optical themes or components, for instance; incorporation of fluorescent material in or on the diatom for sensing-related applications 1, 4 , or the use of photoluminescence or electroluminescence effects associated with diatoms that have had their surface or bulk chemistry altered by design 41 . For fluorescence applications, efficient light delivery to an appropriate diatom region is necessary for efficient subsequent fluorescent excitation. The experimental data for light delivery to the interior of C. wailesii presented here, should aid in the choice or design of the fluorescent species considered for encapsulation inside it and for interpretation of the fluorescent light emerging from it. Alternatively, the choice of materials to be engineered or biomineralized into diatomaceous cell walls for specialised luminescence purposes should be guided by the nature of the electric fields associated with the efficiently coupled guided modes that appear excited within the cell wall structures. It may be debatable to refer to diatoms strictly as being photonic crystals. However, the results of this investigation of a representative centric diatom species indicate its cell walls significantly manipulate the flow of light, in air or in water, due to the scale and geometry of its ultrastructure. We suggest that the character of this light manipulation should be considered in the conception and design of biomimetic optics-based diatom applications.
